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Session Goals

• Learn about developing a basic theory of 
change to articulate the outcomes they expect 
from your quality expenditures

• Consider possible ways to measure outcomes 
using administrative data 

• Learn from peers by discussing issues and 
strategies with other state participants



Session Overview

1. Overview of theories of change and outcomes

2. Issues in using administrative data

3. Highlight helpful resources

4. Iowa’s experiences

5. Louisiana’s experiences

6. Identifying outcomes for CCR&Rs (as an example)



Theory of Change

Describes how your program/expenditure is 
intended to work—and what will change 
because of it

General example:

Coaching Changes in teacher behavior
better interactions with children improved 
children’s skills



Where to start? Identifying 
priorities

• What are the largest investments in the 
system?

• Where are you concerned?

• Is evaluation required by a funder?



Consider the Timing of the 
Initiative

• Outreach

• Recruitment

• Staffing of the initiative (hiring, training, supervision)

Launch of 
initiative

• Reach of the initiative

• Participants’ perceptions of implementation and initial 
improvements

• Evidence that it is being implemented as intended

Early 
implementation

• Changes in practice 

• Changes in outcomes for children and families

Full 
implementation

• Use evaluation findings to document impact and/or  
propose changes to design of the initiative

• Changes in outcomes for children and families

Mature 
implementation



Example: Coaching

• What are the characteristics of the coaches?

• Does the training for coaches meet standards for 
effective professional development?

Launch of initiative

• How are coaches spending their time with programs?

• How do programs perceive the coaching?

• What dosage and content are delivered, and how do 
they vary by program?

Early implementation

(1-2 Years)

• Do teachers change their practices?

• Does classroom quality improve?

Full implementation

(2-5 years)

• Are changes in quality sustained?

• Does program quality improve?

• What are the successes and challenges of coaching?

Mature 
implementation



Potential Data Sources

• Existing administrative data 

• New data collection

– Quantitative (surveys, structured 

observation tools)

– Qualitative (interviews, focus groups)

• State early childhood data system
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Potential Administrative Data Sources
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Licensing compliance

Facility information

Program quality: rating data

Program quality: observations

Workforce characteristics

Training and trainer 
characteristics

State prekindergarten program

Head Start 

Subsidy receipt

TEACH Scholarships

Provision and receipt of 
technical assistance

Accreditation

Kindergarten entry assessment



General Issues with Administrative Data

• Limitations in data systems

• Duplicated counts

• Not having the data you wish you had

• Concerns about data quality 
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Navigating Administrative Data

Create a map of existing data sources

• First identify a research question and then 
list the specific data elements needed to 
address the question

• Review any documentation to 
understand data elements that are 
available
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Resource

Organizes resources by topic:

 Managing administrative data

 Analyzing administrative data

 Linking administrative data

 Data confidentiality and security
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http://www.researchconnections.org/content/childcare/

understand/administrative-data.html

http://www.researchconnections.org/content/childcare/understand/administrative-data.html


Resources to Support the Use of 
Administrative Data

https://www.acf.hhs.gov/opre/resource/supporting-
use-administrative-data-early-care-education-research-
resource-series

https://www.acf.hhs.gov/opre/resource/supporting-use-administrative-data-early-care-education-research-resource-series


Resource – QRIS Toolkit

Link to the report
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http://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/opre/qris_toolkit.pdf


Resource – INQUIRE Data Toolkit

Data Look-up Tool

Link to the report
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http://inquiredatatoolkit.org/
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/opre/inquire_data_toolkit_final_dec_2013_submitted_1_8_13.pdf


Defining and Measuring Access

Available at:
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/opre/resou
rce/defining-and-measuring-access-
to-high-quality-early-care-and-
education-ece-a-guidebook-for-
policymakers-and-researchers

https://www.acf.hhs.gov/opre/resource/defining-and-measuring-access-to-high-quality-early-care-and-education-ece-a-guidebook-for-policymakers-and-researchers


ECE Access Guidebook

Purpose: 

• Develop a common working definition and set of dimensions 
of ECE access

• Identify possible data sources to assess and measure ECE 
access

• Provide technical guidance to states to assist them in making 
nuanced assessments of ECE access

Process:

• Resources developed with the input 

of a panel of ECE access experts



What is ECE “access”?

Access to early care and education 
means that parents, with reasonable 
effort and affordability, can enroll 
their child in an arrangement that 
supports the child’s development and 
meets the parents’ needs.

-ECE Access Expert Workgroup



ECE Access Guidebook Contents

Section 1: Clarifying and Defining Access to ECE
• An overview of current conceptualizations of access and 

recommendations for developing a more comprehensive 
term.

Section 2: Describing the Indicators of ECE Access
• Provides more in-depth information about the proposed 

indicators of ECE access. These indicators serve as the 
measurable components of the four primary dimensions of 
ECE access. 



Example Indicators by Dimension



ECE Access Guidebook Contents

Section 3: Measuring the Indicators of ECE 

Access
• Analytical guidance to help states in their efforts to 

measure and track indicators from each of the four 

dimensions of access including select policy questions 

that incorporate multiple access indicators and represent 

different goals of access-related initiatives.

Section 4: ECE Access Datasets and Sources
• A list of datasets with data elements that can be used to 

measure ECE access and answer analytical questions of 

interest. 



Targeted Child Care 

Investments

High Quality Child Care Programs 

for Children At Risk

Julie Allison, Child Care Bureau Chief

Iowa Department of Human Services

August STAM conference, 2017
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Child Care and Development 

Block Grant (CCDBG)
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New CCDBG 

Requirements



Requires State’s to identify procedures and 

process for investments to increase access 

to programs providing high quality child care 

and development services by: 

Giving priority to children in families in 

areas that have significant 

concentrations of poverty and 

unemployment and do not have high 

quality child care programs
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Executive Function Skills Build Into the 

Early Adult Years
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Heckman and Colleagues 

Research Findings

• Starting early with high-quality pays off –

Quality early learning produces permanent 

boosts in IQ and social-emotional skills.

• Quality child care pays off by helping mothers 

establish careers and grow income

• “High quality birth-to-five programs for 

disadvantaged children can deliver a 13% per 

child, per year return on investment”
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Moving from the Science and 

Research to Solutions
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Looking at Iowa Data

• Unemployment Rate by County

• County Poverty Rankings

• County Population Estimates for 

Children Under Age 6 below 145% of the 

Federal Poverty Level (FPL)
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Iowa Data

• QRS Level 3-5 Child Care Providers by 

County

• Number of Children Approved (eligible) 

for Child Care Assistance (CCA) by 

County

• Number of CCA Children at a QRS Level 

3-5 Providers by County
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Long Term Goal and 

Assumptions
• Children at-risk will have access to high 

quality care 

✓ Child care providers in high poverty 

areas lack the support and resources to 

achieve higher rated quality programs 

(Quality Rating System voluntary)

✓Investing in WAGES in high poverty 

counties will increase likelihood that 

providers will increase child care quality
34



DHS’s Next Steps

• Fund wage incentives to help retain highly-

qualified staff in 15 Iowa counties with high 

concentrations of poverty and limited 

access to high-quality care

• Monitor performance standards

• Continue to share child care data and 

have ongoing stakeholder and 

policymaker discussions
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CCDF Quality Dollars and 

Braided Funding
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Quality 

Child Care 

Environments

- - - - - - - - -

Workforce 

Supports

CCDF 

Quality Funding

$150,000

ECI State-Level 

Professional 

Dev. Funding

$50,000

CCDF 

Quality Funding

Additional 

$50,000

T.E.A.C.H. 

Program

WAGE$ 

Program



Process and Outcomes

• Exploration- use of data and community 

input

• Installation-assure resources and 

infrastructure present

• Initial Implementation-invested in 

research evidence based strategy and 

use of data for CQI

• Full Implementation-Assess outcomes
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Outcomes Moving Forward 

(CQI)
• The number of participants at a temporary 

level that completed additional college 

coursework

• The number of participants that remained 

employed in their child care program
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Outcomes Moving Forward 

(CQI)
• The number of Child Development Home 

providers that increased their level in the 

Iowa Quality Rating System while 

receiving a WAGE$ supplement.

• The number of licensed centers that 

increased their level in the Iowa Quality 

Rating System while one or more of their 

teachers were receiving a WAGE$ 

supplement.
40
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Measuring Outcomes from Quality 
Expenditures and Beyond

STAM 2017



Overview

• Vision for Improving Kindergarten Readiness in Louisiana

• Measuring Quality in Louisiana: Unified Rating System Indicative 
of Child Outcomes

• Aligning Key Investments

• Measuring the Impact of Investments

Louisiana is unifying its early childhood system to prepare all children for kindergarten, 
thus increasing their chances for success in school and in life. 



Vision for Kindergarten Readiness

Only half of Louisiana children enter kindergarten ready for success. Since 2012, Louisiana 
has worked to unify the early childhood system – birth to pre-K – to prepare more children 
for kindergarten.

Shared high standards for 
what children should learn 
and what excellent 
teaching looks like.

Teachers are excellent at 
interacting with children 
and guiding learning.

Expectations for health, 
safety, and learning are 
consistent with adequate 
funding levels for programs 
that serve children well.

Families can easily enroll 
and choose the best option 
for their children.

In 2016-2017, Louisiana completed the first full year of actual implementation. 



Five Essential Elements
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1. An Early Childhood Network in Every Community
– Parishes voluntarily established unified local early childhood networks with all publicly-funded 

child care, Head Start and Pre-K sites
– Networks account for every birth-to-age-5 at-risk child, provide 2 CLASS observations per 

classroom, and implement coordinated enrollment and request for funding
2. Unified Rating System Connected to Licensure

– Unified rating system helps families choose the best option by providing information about the 
quality of experiences their children are likely to receive
• Rating that relates to positive child outcomes based on CLASS Observations
• Information on classroom best practices (e.g., use of curriculum, credentialing of teachers)

3. Coordinated Enrollment and Funding to Empower Family Choice
– Communities are building local enrollment systems that coordinate information, eligibility and 

applications and match families with their highest ranked preference
4. Teacher Preparation and Support

– Louisiana has established a new Ancillary Teaching Certificate as a minimum expectation for 
child care teacher that will articulate to a Birth-to-K BA program

– CCDF Quality Investments aligned to CLASS Observations are available for every classroom
5. Centralized Oversight at the State Level 

Louisiana has passed laws and policies to unify early childhood and improve outcomes.



Measuring Quality in Louisiana
Unified Rating System Indicative of Child Outcomes

Louisiana has established a statewide unified rating system for all publicly-funded child 
care, Head Start and pre-K sites to help families choose the best option for their children.

In fall 2016, Louisiana rolled out 1,628 Practice Profiles:  
• 98% of toddler and pre-K classrooms were observed
• In proficient classrooms, children benefit from:

o Warm, positive, trusting relationships;
o Constant engagement, clear routines and smooth transitions; and
o Wide range of fun and interesting activities.

• Yet children did not necessarily benefit from: 
o Encouragement to try things, connect concepts and think critically;
o Being asked how and why questions or to build on a response and 

receiving positive feedback; or 

o Exposure to advanced language.

This positioned the state well for 2016-2017 which has incentives and consequences:
• CCDF quality investments have been evaluated and aligned to improve interactions. 
• Tax credits and bonuses have been revised to reward performance and improvement. 
• Programs that fail to meet minimum standards may lose license or funding.
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Aligning Key Investments 

Kindergarten readiness depends on a system of supports
to improve teaching and learning.

Curriculum 

• Curriculum reviews

• Curriculum Funding 
Initiative for Child Care

• Teacher Leader Summit

• Online Instructional Toolbox 

Assessment

• Teaching Strategies GOLD 
available to all classrooms

• Online training on GOLD

Professional 
Development 

• Prof. Development Guide 

• Teacher Leader Sessions

• R&Rs (Training & Coaching)

• Mental Health Consultation 

• Special Learners Pilot 
(Classrooms w/children 
w/special needs)

• Believe & Prepare: EC 
(Ancillary Certificate)

Supports aligned to CLASS Observations available for every classroom

https://www.louisianabelieves.com/academics/ONLINE-INSTRUCTIONAL-MATERIALS-REVIEWS/curricular-resources-annotated-reviews
http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-source/teacher-leader-summit/2016-tl-summit-overview.pdf
http://www.louisianabelieves.com/resources/library/louisiana-teacher-leaders
http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-source/early-childhood/2014-early-childhood-map---child-care-resource.pdf?sfvrsn=10
http://www.qrslouisiana.org/child-care-providers/child-care-center-mental-health-consultation
http://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-source/early-childhood/early-childhood-ancillary-teaching-certificate-faq.pdf?sfvrsn=2


Measuring the Impact of Investments 
Overview

Quality Investment What is Funded How Measured

Unified Rating System CLASS observations and administrative support Improvement of CLASS scores; child outcomes

Enrollment Supports for communities to coordinate 
enrollment (e.g. website)

Progress; family satisfaction

Scholarship Tuition for child care teachers Participation; # of teachers with ancillary certificates

Believe and Prepare: Early 
Childhood 

Start up costs for high quality teacher preparation 
programs

State board approval; piloting measure(s) for 
preparation programs

Pathways Registry Registry for teachers, directors and trainers Participation

Resource and Referral Training and technical assistance (e.g. coaching) 
for programs/teachers to improve interactions 
and instruction

Number of units provided

Mental Health Consultation Intensive coaching  for programs/teachers Number of units provided; improvement of CLASS 
scores

Curriculum Initiative Reimbursement, training and coaching for 
implementing high quality curriculum 

Participation; use of curriculum; improvement of 
CLASS scores (in process)

Bonus Payments Bonus payments to support improvements based 
on quality requirements

Amount of bonus payments based on quality

School Readiness Tax Credits Owners, directors and teachers receive credits for 
performance or credentials

Participation; improvement; teacher retention 

Louisiana dedicates more than $33M in quality investments to improve child care. 



Measuring the Impact of Investments 
Formal Research

Researchers at the University of Virginia found children learn more in Louisiana 
classrooms with higher ratings.  

In 2014-2015, researchers evaluated Louisiana classrooms and children:
• 90 child care, Head Start and pre-K classrooms serving 4-year-olds statewide; 
• Conducted four CLASS™ observations per classroom; 
• Assessed ~1,100 children in the fall and spring; and 
• Surveyed teachers, program directors and parents/guardians. 

Initial results indicate that:
1. Louisiana observations are accurate: local 

and research CLASS™ scores closely align. 
2. Children learn more in classrooms with 

higher CLASS™ scores. 
3. Adding other quality measures does not 

help identify effective classrooms. 

Local Raters Math Literacy
Achievement

Average 

Emotional Sup.

Classroom Org.

Instructional Sup.

CLASS Total 

Research also shows that Louisiana’s Mental Health Consultation improves CLASS™ scores. 



Small Group Discussions

• What do the CCR&Rs do? List the different 
activities.

• For 1 or 2 of these activities:

– What are the short-term outcomes you expect?

– What are the long-term outcomes you expect?

• What data do you currently collect that could 
help you measure the outcomes?

• What data do you require from the CCR&Rs? 
Do they measure outcomes? 
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Questions? Comments?
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Thank you!
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• Kelly Maxwell kmaxwell@childtrends.org

• Julie Allison jalliso1@dhs.state.ia.us
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